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Abstract: In this paper we discuss the role of observation in learning to write. We argue that the acquisition of skill in such a complex domain as writing relies on observation, the classical imitatio. An important phase in learning to write, at all ages, is learning to write by observing and evaluating relevant processes: writing processes, reading processes or communication processes between writers and readers. First, we present two practical cases: writing lessons in which observation and inquiry are amongst other key elements and where students participate in a community of learners. Then, we review research that may inspire and substantiate proposals for implementing observation as a learning activity in writing education. Two types of studies are discussed: studies in which learners acquire strategies by observing and evaluating writing and reading processes of peers, as a prewriting instructional activity, and studies in which learners are stimulated to “pre-test” and then revise their first draft, as a post writing instructional activity. The paper closes with some recommendations for further research.
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1. Introduction

Once upon a time, writing education used to be simple. There was a writing task, students wrote a text and handed it in. Occasionally, before writing the text, model texts were analysed and discussed. The teacher delivered feedback on the text, usually a grade and maybe some marginal comments, and that was that. In spite of the feedback, most teachers perceived little progress in the writing ability of their students.

Then, in the 1960s, the paradigm of language education (L1) shifted towards language as a means of communication, moving from studying language as a system towards enhancing the language in communicative situations (Dixon, 1967; Sawyer & Van de Ven, 2007; Ten Brinke, 1976). This shift happened in many linguistic regions, in various forms. The role of students in the teaching-learning process was discussed from various theoretical perspectives, generally proposing a more active and (self-)critical role, drawing explicitly or implicitly on Dewey (1916; 1930), relating to trends in educational sciences (Bruner, 1960, for instance) as well as development in the disciplines of linguistics (Halliday, 1973, Hymes, 1971) and literature (Iser, 1978; Rosenblatt, 1938). This was a move away from the transactional teaching model, where teachers transmit expert knowledge, towards the interpretative teaching model, where students create interpretations of the information they received. In various cultural practices and shared learning activities, views on what learning entails shifted from “learning as acquisition of knowledge” to “learning as a process of participation”. Thus, in the field of language education, and in particular in writing instruction, the way to constructivism was paved early. For writing education, three authors, Moffett, Elbow, and Bruffee, explicitly discussed assumptions about learning in writing education, and pointed out new directions. Reading the books of these authors, written 40 years ago, is still a very modern experience.

Moffett (1968) presented a complete L1-learning theory. He advocated real learning experiences, in which learners undergo and analyse what communication actually does. In his view, learning ensues from experiencing language, and from abstracting and generalizing from that experience. For writing instruction this meant that teachers should create writing tasks with real audiences, so that real readers would be involved in the composition process. Fortunately, real audiences were available in the classroom: peer students. Learning to write became learning to communicate: “Learning to use language, then, requires the particular feedback of human response, because it is to other people that we direct speech” (p. 191). And: “A response must be real and pertinent to the action, not a standard, “professional” reaction” (p.192).

---

1 In L1-Educational Studies in Language and Literature, accounts from various countries are published: Awramiuk, 2002 for Poland; Locke, 2001 for New Zealand; Pantil, 2007 for Romania; Papouia-Tzelepi, 2000 for Greece; Poyas & Shalom, 2002 for Israel; Saywer & Watson, 2001 and Saywer, 2007 for Australia; Starc, 2004 for Slovenia.
Elbow (1974) in his provocative *Writing without Teachers* also advocated real writing experiences where writers listen to their readers. Not to listen to the reader in order to accommodate the text to the reader, but to accommodate to the writer. Elbow’s focus was the need of the writer who tried to get his thoughts clear via writing. For him writing was foremost an act of exploring. He denied the existence of an objective theory of a good text. Success of a text depends on the subjective reader. Therefore, writers should have the opportunity to listen to readers. He used the word “listening” on purpose here. Writers must be able to hear what the text “sounds” like, to hear their readers’ voice and to hear whether the writer’s voice was recognized by the reader. Listening to how various readers read the text – aloud – would provide enough feedback in itself. From this listening experience, the writer could decide whether he was clear enough to be understood, and whether what was understood was also what the writer had intended. Readers’ feedback must stimulate further thinking about what was presented in the text. As a consequence, readers became more necessary than teachers in writing education; since there was no objective theory about what a good text entailed, there was no need to transmit this knowledge...

Bruffee (1981) also departed from a knowledge theoretical argument to justify the involvement of peers in writing instruction. In his view knowledge is subjective per se. This not only applies to knowledge about texts, but also to knowledge about the world and content knowledge. Learning means that students must experience and employ multiple and different perspectives of the world and of the text. Co-operation between peers may result in meaningful and nuanced knowledge about writing and the topic of writing. Therefore peer work should not be limited to post-writing activities, i.e., responding to and talking about each other’s texts. It should also include talking about the writing task and the contents and purpose of writing before and during writing the first draft. A text does not present the world, but a view on how a writer perceives the world. This view could be the subject of discussion among peer students before it was expressed in a textual form. Talking about ideas and text is something one should learn at school. Therefore, part of Bruffee’s textbook on writing was a course for tutors that guided tutors in discussing text and contents with tutees (Bruffee, 1980).

From two meta-analyses (Hillocks, 1986; Graham & Perin, 2007) we may infer some developments in studies on the effect of peer involvement in writing lessons. During the 1960s and 1970s, much was expected of having peers involved in what Hillocks called post-writing instruction. In his detailed meta-analysis of 60 intervention studies published between 1963 and 1982 he distinguished, among others, studies which he labelled as “post-writing treatments”, referring to effects of learning activities after the initial act of writing (Hillocks, 1986), like a revision phase. Merely adding such a revision phase after text production did not appear to be very effective (effect size (ES) .19). This is not surprising as self-initiated and self-governed revision is difficult, especially for learners who are in the process of acquiring genre-specific criteria for what a good text entails at the same time as they are in the process of experiencing what texts do to readers. Therefore, a feedback event is often inserted between the text...
production and the revision phase. Traditionally, it is the teacher who provides feedback. Hillocks reported that when no clear criteria were involved in the feedback, the effect was small (ES .05). If, under similar conditions, learners receive feedback from the teacher and from peers, the effect was somewhat larger (ES .24). If both teacher and peers apply clear criteria in providing feedback, the effect was much larger (ES .56). Thus inserting feedback between drafts, together with specific criteria for feedback and peers as feedback providers, contribute to effective teaching of writing. This is well in line with the theoretical accounts of Bruffee (1981), Elbow (1974) and Moffett (1968).

However, what component of this instructional environment that contributes most to learning is not clear. Is it the author’s awareness of writing for a real audience, is it the feedback from ‘real’ readers or from various readers, or is it the student-writers being feedback givers themselves applying specific criteria and building knowledge about what a good text entails? Do students learn the most in the role of writer, in the role of feedback receiver and processor, or in the role of feedback provider? What is necessary, what is additional to establish in writing lessons? Studies of the time that compared the effect of peer feedback with teacher feedback did not distinguish between these components. However, they all showed a positive effect of peer feedback, or at least that peer feedback was as successful as extensive teacher feedback.

Over the years, thinking about the role of peers in the learning-to-write process changed. Peers were not merely seen as an aid to help the author realize what the text did in the reader, and whether this effect of the text corresponded to what the writer intended. Nor were peers merely seen as a help to estimate to what extent the written text met the criteria of a good text, set by the textbook or teacher. The power of peer involvement was rather seen in the teaching-learning setup as a whole, where students were viewed as participants in the teaching and learning process, carrying knowledge and experiences about effective texts and about effective communication. These insights into peer involvement in writing classes, advocated and practiced by Bruffee (1981), have been reflected in a recent meta-analysis of effective writing instruction (Graham & Perin, 2007). In their analysis of 123 writing intervention studies including some studies discussed by Hillocks), peer feedback was not distinguished as a separate instructional feature but included as an element of collaborative learning. The effect size of this larger collaborative learning category was considerable (ES .75). Thus, creating learning environments where peers work together to think, to plan, to draft, and/or to revise their texts is, no doubt, an effective approach to writing instruction. At the same time, the holistic approach in this meta-analysis does not allow us to theorize

---

about the contribution of the separate elements of the intervention, or the most effective sequence of these elements.

In this paper we will focus on the involvement of peers in writing classes, limiting ourselves to a presentation and discussion of two major and closely related learning activities in such classes: observation and inquiry. Our aim is to show that in several theoretical approaches, varying from social constructivism via socio-cognitive learning theory to referential communication, observation and inquiry, are key elements. Thus, after sketching our frame of reference, we will start with teaching practices, based on various research perspectives, and then discuss various sources of research on observational learning.

2. Practice as a starting point

When we describe and analyse the role of observing as a key learning activity in learning-to-write lessons, it might be helpful to first sketch our frame of reference. Two fairly simple figures may guide our analysis of effective practices (Figures 1 and 2).

A first assumption for designing effective instructional environments in learning-to-write classes, is to realize that writing and learning to write are interdependent competencies, as are reading and learning to read (Figure 1) (Rijlaarsdam & Van den Bergh, 2004).

Figure 1. Three interrelated capacities in learning-to-write.

A student who does a writing task in class, must have opportunities to learn from doing a writing task; writing and learning-to-write are different but interrelated processes (Rijlaarsdam & Couzijn, 2000). Learning from executing a writing task is not provided
by the doing itself. It must be stimulated via the instructional design. Therefore, well
designed writing lessons evoke the learner capacity. This implies that, at some instance
or instances, students are not writers, but learners. They observe, process, abstract,
generalize and contextualize information from the learning environment into
declarative, procedural and conditional knowledge; they gain awareness about what a
good text in this context comprises and/or how to produce such a text under the given
circumstances. (See for a theoretical account Oostdam & Rijlaarsdam, 1995;
Rijlaarsdam & Couzijn, 2000.)

To stimulate students’ learning-to-write capacities, instruction should stimulate them to
observe and evaluate relevant processes: writing processes (strategies), text processing
processes (reading), or communication processes between writers and readers (talking
about, for example, texts and interpretations).

Figure 2. Lesson design model for the L1-curriculum: Designing interrelated roles or functions.

Therefore, designers of writing lessons should not focus on the role of the writer only
(see Figure 2). Designing writing lessons could be guided by the design rule that at least
the Learner role must be realized in the lessons. Input for learning can be Writing
(writers role must be designed), Reading, or Interaction between Writer and Reader. In
some cases, the students act in several roles, in other cases, just in one, as we shall see
in the examples and the studies we present. But even if a student functions during the
lesson just in one role, others will function in another role: there is always in some respect a complement.

In his rich description of his teaching practice, Uwe Geist (2004) focuses on classic imitation as a learning activity, building on the natural habits of learning, moving from the unconscious to semi consciousness, which again is a matter of awareness raising:

The unreflected, casual and random use of imitation we practise all the time is uncontrolled, e.g., it often becomes an imitation of the “ends”, and not of the “means”, as Dewey formulates it, and imitation thus loses its element of analysis, of “close observation and judicious selection” which makes it “an intelligent act” (Dewey, 1916: 42). The potential in imitation I want to activate is precisely this semi-conscious analytical component of observation and selection. In its semi-consciousness, it provides access to funds of techniques which are commonly shared, but which are too subtle, too varied, too contextually determined to be formulated in common rules or instructions. (Geist, 2004, p. 171).

In Geist’s teaching practice, students attempt to reconstruct the relation between text features and reading experiences. They act as “researchers” who try to objectively reconstruct their reading experiences (“data”) from a variety of texts (“data analysis”), and then try to relate (“theorize”) this variation in text features to variation in reading responses. Students construe “scales of texts”, or genre awareness, which seems to be an effective way to teach composition (See Hillocks, 1986, for “scales”).

Thus, the input for the learner/observer/researcher can be acts of reading, like in Geist’s example, but it can also be acts of both writing and reading. In studies we will refer to later, learners do not write themselves, but instead observe, analyse, compare and evaluate other writers who, for instance, are learning to write an argumentative text (Braaksma 2002, Couzijn 1999), synthesis texts (Raedts et al., 2007), or writers who are learning to cooperatively revise their texts (Van Steendam, Rijlaarsdam & Sercu, 2006, 2007, 2008a and 2008b). The focus is on observing the targeted behavior: learning to write requires observing writers, learning to read requires observing readers (Couzijn, 1999).

In other studies, the input for analysis by the learner consists of reader’s processes, that is, learners experience of how readers process texts (Couzijn & Rijlaarsdam, 2004; Crasnich & Lumbelli, 2004; Lumbelli & Paoletti, 2004), or how writers change positions from writer to reader to writer again (Holliway & McCutchen, 2004; Holliway, 2004). From observing how texts work in readers they learn by comparing and evaluating strategies as well as by abstracting and generalizing from their observations. In these cases, the students act as writer first, then learns from being in the role of reader (Holliway & McCutchen 2004), and applies the new acquired knowledge in a second round of writing; or they write, and then experience readers of these or similar texts; or they see readers, and then write.
In the two examples from innovative teaching practice that we present in the next sections, a more complex pattern of distribution of role is implemented: in both cases all three roles are implemented, and students are involved in more than one role.

2.1 Examples from practice: Community of learners

Current lesson models in research literature on writing strategy teaching, include observation, as part of inquiry as a distinctive element. In successful strategy training models, such as the Social Cognitive Model of Sequential Acquisition (Zimmerman, 2000) or the Self-Regulated Strategy Development model (Graham & Harris, 2003), observation is a distinctive element of the sequence of learning activities. In the research literature, the focus in the description of these sequences is on modelling, as teacher’s task. However, in this paper we would like to focus on the learner’s perspective, and on theories, practice and research that focus on the student as they learn from observing each other: peer involvement.

In socio-cultural theory, for example, observation and inquiry are strongly integrated into the classroom activity system. In their chapter on the tenets of sociocultural theory of writing instruction research, Englert, Mariage, and Dunsmore (2006) provide a clear oversight of three tenets, as they call the three educational design principles, as we would call them.

The first tenet is the establishment of sociocognitive apprenticeship in writing classes. “This implies that interactive dialogues about texts, content and processes must be created: teacher-to-student, and student-to-student. (…) The heart of writing development is the dialogue in which teachers and students collaborate, inform, question, think aloud, self-correct, challenge, and construct meaning together.” (Englert et al., 2006, p. 211). The quality of dialogue depends on the meaningfulness of the shared work.

The second tenet is the use of procedural facilitators that support cognitive performance. These facilitators are tools that help writers to organize mental reasoning by offloading aspects of thought and by making elements of the activity more visible, accessible, and attainable (Englert et al., 2006, p. 211). One of these tools is public demonstrations by the teacher, which enable students to witness the bottlenecks, false starts, dilemmas, actions, thoughts, and corrections of writers in the process of text monitoring (Englert et al., 2006, p. 215).

The third tenet Englert et al. discuss is the establishment of communities of practice, in which knowledge construction and knowledge dissemination are emphasized. Students participate in inquiry-based conversations about texts, learning to treat printed words as thinking devices. They are more likely to be successful in approaching their texts as improvable objects (Englert et al., 2006, p.216). When they interact frequently with other writers and readers they have greater opportunity to understand and internalize the perspective of their audience, thereby laying the foundation for the development of dialogical skills that support text production, transformation, and
revisions (ibid, p. 216). A key element of a community of learners is the construction of new artefacts and tools that support the development of the group.

We will present two examples from practice that both could be called ‘communities of learners’ although they differ seriously. First we will present the Yummy Yummy Case, where students write, do research, are readers, present research, present good texts and revise their first versions. Then we will present the Care & Welfare Case, where students prepare texts for a real audience: students from secondary vocation education prepare a text to read and present for Kindergarten pupils. In the first case, all students act as writers and revisers, while some of them are ‘readers’, and the other half as ‘researchers’. In the second case, students observe targeted behaviour (reading stories to younger children) and help each other to test written stories on usability.

2.2 Community of learners in a language class: Yummy Yummy Case

As an example of how the roles of writers, readers and observers can be established and distributed in writing classes, we show in the vignette below The Yummy Yummy Case. A series of lessons were designed to test the practical relevance of the Student-as-learner participation model (see Figure 2, above). We call this the Yummy Yummy case, called after the central element, Yummy Yummy candy bars.

The lesson series aimed at learning-to-write, stressing the acquisition of pragmalinguistic knowledge and answering the question of what makes text effective. The teacher/researcher developed lessons in which young students themselves investigated qualities of texts in order to come to possess this genre knowledge and, in doing so, learn how to acquire this knowledge. The teacher avoided the knowledge transmission model, and instead focused on students’ already available but mostly implicit knowledge. In this lesson series, the teacher tried to cover all roles from our student-participation model: students as participants in communication (writers and readers) and students as researchers (observers).

The lesson series consisted of four lessons of 45 minutes each. Participants were students in grade 7, the first grade of secondary education of 12 to 13 years old. Video clips of the lessons can be seen at our website.

Writing an argumentative letter (computer room). Role: Writers!

In lesson 1, the teacher presented the case to all students and subsequently, students wrote their letters in the computer room. The students received the following instruction:

---

1 Teacher was Martine Braaksma, who graduated as PhD on studies about Observational learning in writing (Braaksma, 2002). She combined a postdoc research appointment at the Graduate School of Teaching and Learning of the University of Amsterdam with an appointment as full licensed teacher at a school for secondary education, Pieter Nieuwland College in Amsterdam.

4 http://www.ilo.uva.nl/Projecten/Gert/Presentations/webpresentations.htm
Monday, April 7th 20...
Task: writing a convincing letter, version 1
Imagine:
You are a real fan of the Yummy Yummy Candy Bars. One day you read the following advertisement:

Save up for two free movie tickets!
How to get them:
On the wrapper of each Yummy Yummy Candy Bar you will find 1 saving point. Save 10 points. Send the points in an envelope to Yummy Yummy Saving Action, PO Box 3333, 1273 KB Etten-Leur, the Netherlands. Include a stamp of 39 cents for the mailing costs. Mention clearly your name, address, residential town, and zip code. The two free (FREE!) movie tickets will be sent as soon as possible to your address.

This offer ends on April 15th 20...

Communicative situation
It is April 7th. Now you have saved 8 points. Nearly all 10 points required! But you cannot find any more Yummy Yummy Bars with points on the wrapper, although it isn’t April 15th yet. You tried different shops. Strange! So it seems you can’t collect 10 points! But you still want to get the two free movie tickets. Therefore you decide to send your 8 points and two Yummy Yummy wrappers without points.

Write a letter that you send with the 8 points and the wrappers. Explain why you cannot send 10 points. Convince the Yummy Yummy Company that it isn’t your fault that you didn’t collect 10 points and that you still want to receive the two movie tickets. Be sure they will send you the tickets! Then address the envelope.

Note:
This first version of your letter will be put in your portfolio.
Save your letter on a disk.
Print your letter and hand it in to me.
Give me the envelope too.
Send your letter to [teacher’s email address] (or give me your disk.)

Board Meeting Yummy Yummy Candy Bars. Roles: Readers and Researchers
In lesson 2, the teacher divided the class into four groups of four to five students. Two groups were Managers (Readers, Learners), two groups Researchers (Learners).
Group A, C: Management board. The task of the board was to select two out of nine letters that would win the movie tickets. Selection had to be done, because just two pairs of tickets are left in stock....
Parallel: Group B, D: Researchers. The task of the researchers was to study the arguments and the criteria the management board used during the board meeting when selecting the letters. Group B observed the discussion of Group A, Group D observed group C.
Poster composition and presentation. Roles: Learners
Lesson 3 consisted of three parts. First phase aimed at inquiry. The students from the research group worked on listing the criteria of the Yummy Yummy Candy Bars board and wrote them on a poster. At the same time, the Yummy Yummy board group composed a letter to children who didn’t win the cinema tickets. The second phase aimed at sharing information. The two Research teams (group B, D) presented a poster with criteria the management board discussed and used. Then, in phase 3, there were presentations: the chair persons of the management team (group B, D) presented the two selected letters, referring to the poster when qualities of the letter were mentioned.

Rewriting/revision original letter (computer room) and evaluation. Roles: Writers and Learners
In lesson 4, the students revised or rewrote their original letter in the computer room and evaluated on paper the lessons.

The teacher put much effort into the design of the lessons (work sheets, task sheets), but during the lessons, she confined to the role of organizer and stimulator. Lesson 4 was a lively rewriting and revising lesson and the students were clearly very motivated to improve their letters. They evaluated the lessons very positively with a mean score 8 out of ten. Revised letters showed improvements, especially in the domain of rhetoric. Children in de Research Team improved more than children in the Board Team (Effect size 1.30 versus .30; Rijlaarsdam & Braaksma, 2004).

The Yummy Yummy case shows that students are able to create their own frame of reference of what a letter of complaint should include: the posters made by the research teams each contained about ten items, representing at least 80 per cent of the criteria used in the board discussion. Students collected their own ‘real’ data, although the board meeting was set up as a simulation. The awareness about what works in communication was expressed in the board discussions, studied and fed back to the whole group via research presentations. Sharing and constructing communicative awareness, as a group, and in a group, led to ownership of the criteria for a good text, which stimulated children to revise their texts; they experienced that texts were improvable.

2.3 Communities of learners: Meeting the real audience
The Yummy Yummy case demonstrates that it is possible in language classes to create communicative tasks, and to distribute writer, reader and observer roles, when readers are ‘simulated’ authentic readers, as has been advocated for a long time (Moffett, 1968). The key feature of the Yummy Yummy lessons is that students are motivated to think about what works in a text, to raise awareness about quality of communication, about rhetorical strategies. The readers and the researchers both experience their task as a meaningful learning task that inspires and stimulates genuine dialogue about relevant content. The whole case floats on the letter of complaint, in a setting that suits students
of this age quite well. In the Yummy Yummy case, the relevant content consisted of criteria for a good letter of complaint. Here, the learning content stems from the aims of the language curriculum (‘letter of complaint’). The topic of writing is not related to the language curriculum: the Yummy Yummy case is just construed to motivate learners of this age.

In this respect, the language curriculum is ‘content free’. All kinds of topics can be chosen, as long as these topics serve the language curriculum content. This freedom of content stimulates teachers to search for relevant contents, to hit two flies in one shot: improving language arts, and improving topic knowledge. Graham and Perin (2007 distinguish three ‘formats’: (1) an applied academics format, in which the language arts teacher uses subject matter from school, such as science or social studies, as the content of writing instruction), (2) an infused content format, in which a content-area teacher teaches writing skills in the course of teaching subject matter, and (3) the learning community format, in which writing instruction and content instruction are systematically connected by both the language arts teacher and the content-area teacher). “The effectiveness of these various formats has been neither tested nor compared one to another.” (Graham & Perin 2007, p. 469).

In this section, we would like to present an example from practice in which content teachers – pre-vocational education – and language arts teachers cooperatively create a motivating and stimulating writing lesson series, in which the writer, reader and learner roles (figure 2) are distributed.

Anne Toorenaar started to test the learning community format in a four year study on communities of learners inspired by Brown and Campioni (1994), Cobb and Yackel (1996), and Wells (2000) for students in pre-vocational education (Toorenaar & Rijlaarsdam 2005a, 2005b). Together with vocational teachers in the vocational domain of ‘Care and Welfare’ and language teachers Toorenaar iteratively designed several instructional units, and tested them in practice\(^5\). Students from ‘Care and Welfare’ learnt to work and communicate with different target groups, such as elderly people, young children or mentally handicapped persons. Normally they learnt these issues from the text book (text and questions about the texts). In the community of learners’ lesson format, the students indeed met these target groups, and prepared the meetings in the lessons. One example may illustrate this format. One of the designed instructional units focused on the target group of young children. Together with primary school teachers, teachers arranged an ‘activity-morning’ in primary school wherein ninth-grade students, as ‘real’ professionals, guided the young children. Three weeks preceding those activities in the primary school, teachers and students cooperatively designed several activities during the vocational and language classes. Students participated and collaborated in design groups of three or four peers. During language arts classes, design groups turned into author groups. Students collaboratively wrote,

---

\(^5\) Two language teachers and two teachers in the vocational domain were set from lessons for one day a week to prepare experimental lesson series.
illustrated and published a book for the children in primary school. Each author group took responsibility for one of the stories in the book. This lesson format was tested in two sequential years, 2006 and 2007.

In their 2006 and 2007 design language teachers primarily focused on the social aspects of writing: the relationship between writers and their real audience, and the authentic purpose and context of writing. In the 2006 design students generated ideas and content for their stories through interactive classroom dialogues guided by the teacher. The teacher read aloud different kinds of stories, followed by a discussion of the possible reactions from the primary school children (e.g. questions such as ‘Would they like this story?’, ‘Why would they like this story?’). Elaborating their ideas and content in a written story, author-groups continued this discussion in peer-to-peer interaction (e.g. students sharing their own history as a listener of stories being read to them when they were little themselves). In this way students took the opportunity to understand and internalize the perspective and characteristics of their specific audience, thereby laying the foundation for developing dialogical skills that support text production, transformation and revision (Englert et al., 2006). However, teachers experienced that the collaborative writing processes of author groups and the written stories varied strongly in quality. In a joint evaluation of researcher and teachers, in the 2007 design two pedagogical changes were made. First, author groups watched video fragments of their peers (students involved in the 2006 design) performing their read-aloud story in primary school. In this way students would have a clear picture of their real audience, and their authentic purpose and context of writing. In addition each author group interviewed a peer about their writing and reading aloud experience of last year. Second, each author-group thought of a main character, events and an environment/surrounding for a story and presented their ideas for all other author groups. By means of a whole classroom discussion, guided by the teacher, students collaboratively choose the best character, events and environment/surrounding for their joint picture book. Each author group elaborated this idea into their own story. In both the 2006 and 2007 design, author-groups pre-tested their story by reading it aloud for peers. Peers commented on the quality of the story itself (appropriateness for target group) and on the read-aloud-session as such (audibility, voice variation). In addition they provided with suggestions how to improve the story and read aloud skills. In the end, the stories were read aloud during the activity morning with the young pupils in the primary school A jury of independent professional primary school teachers (teaching the target group of 6 and 7 years old children) assessed all read-aloud stories (separately). All professionals valued the 2007 stories better/more as read-aloud stories for their pupils.

This example shows how students can be involved in various ways in each others learning on writing and the school subject: they are writers, simulate readers, they observe the execution of the target task (observe other students from video reading a story to small children). A genuine writing task leads to genuine processes of talk about
good texts, readers, communicative situations (reading this text for young children to entertain them).

3. Research bases
In this section we discuss research that may inspire and substantiate proposals for implementing observation as a learning activity in writing lessons as it inspired the cases we presented in section 2. In the Yummy Yummy Case for instance, some writers turned into readers while other writers turned into researchers who observed and analyzed readers. Students learning depended completely on the engagement and involvement of peer students, in various roles. From the studies presented in section 3.1 and 3.2, it might become clear that creating “researchers” who study “readers” is inspired by research results.

The second case we presented above, the Childrens’ Books Case, showed that a real communicative event can motivate students, but that in addition the interaction between peers that helps these students must be designed carefully to build up text quality awareness and reader awareness. Major tasks here were to build a clear idea of the final task and its features (task representation) by observing variations of target situations and getting information from students who had some experience with this task, and to discuss the usability of the prepared text to read aloud for young children. In section 3.3. we will deal with some studies on this perspective on observational learning.

First, we will discuss studies that show that observation and evaluation of writing strategies can help students to improve their writing skill, even without writing themselves (3.1). Students function as ‘models to study’ for their peers and therefore as data upon they could construct their knowledge basis for procedural facilitation to support their cognitive performance (see Englert et al. (2006) second tenet of communities of learners principle in section 2.1). In addition, there are indications from research that observation as learning activity can have a strong transfer effect on reading (3.2). In section 3.3 we will present studies in which students observe readers.

3.1 Observing writing strategies
In this section, we focus on studies in which students learn from observing other students who are dealing with learning-to-write and learning-to-read tasks. Input for observation are the writing or reading processes of peers.

Within the field of referential communication, Sonnenschein and Whitehurst (1984) demonstrated the effect of observing and evaluating communication on the acquisition of communication skills. During the 1960s, in the domain of social cognition, Albert Bandura developed a learning theory in which vicarious learning or observational learning is an important element. Two of his followers, Dale Schunk and Barry Zimmerman, elaborated his theory of observational learning and applied it to the broader cognitive domain, for example, to writing (Schunk, 2000, 2003). An illustrative
study is Zimmerman and Kitsantas (2002) which was based on Schunk and Zimmerman’s social model of sequential skill acquisition (Schunk & Zimmerman, 1997; 2007; Zimmerman, 2000). This model claims that the optimal acquisition of new writing skills takes place through four sequential levels: (i) vicarious observation of actions, considerations and consequences (modelling), followed by (ii) emulation (enacting), (iii) self-directed practice and (iv) self-regulated learning (adapting performance to task conditions, internal and external).

The authors studied the separate effects of the modelling and the practising level on complex sentence combining (Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 2002). Students were asked to combine single kernel sentences into one coherent non-repetitive sentence. A five-step solution strategy was presented on a written handout (ibid. p. 662): (a) circle all of the words standing for new ideas in each sentence, (b) cross out the words that refer to the same thing, (c) combine all of the circled words into written phrases about the same thing, (d) number the phrases in order of importance, and (e) build the final sentence around the most important phrases and insert less important phrases where they belong using connecting words, such as ‘but’, ‘and’, ‘although’, and ‘because’.

In the observation (modelling) phase three conditions were distinguished. In the no model condition, students were confronted with nine problems on an overhead projector, and were asked to solve them by themselves. In the mastery model condition, the participants observed an experimenter on the overhead projector solving the nine problems without errors. In the coping model condition, the participants observed an experimenter solving the same nine problems, making errors in the beginning but gradually reducing the number of errors. The results showed that observing a model resulted in far better performance than when students studied the problems themselves. The students who observed a coping model outperformed those who observed a mastery model. The input for learning, i.e., the criteria for good performance, was the sentence combining strategy.

Positive effects of the observation of peer models on students’ writing were reported by Raedts, Rijlaarsdam, Van Waes, and Daems (2007). In this study, a demanding, complex task was used; writing up a synthesis text of research articles based on information provided on index cards. Participants were undergraduate students who were either allocated to the control group or to the experimental group. Control group students practiced the new writing task by doing short writing exercises. Students in the experimental group observed pairs of video-based peer models performing the final exercise of the control group under think aloud conditions. The video course consisted of six instructional videos which dealt with different aspects of the writing task, such as selecting information on the index cards, comparing research results, integrating a quote or paraphrase in the body of the text, and revising the first draft. After each observation task students were asked to identify the weaker and the stronger writer in the video. Then, they had to choose one model and elaborate on his/her task approach and the quality of the written text.
This study contributed to the theory by including two measures: accuracy of self-efficacy beliefs and task knowledge. The results demonstrated that observational learning had a positive effect on students' writing performances (ES = .44). The experimental group linked the source material more often, and wrote better organized summaries compared to the students in the control group. Students in the experimental group also turned out to have more accurate self-efficacy beliefs – that is, their self-efficacy scores were closer to the actual writing performance scores – as a result of the intervention (ES = .40). Students in the control condition were biased toward overestimation. Finally, Raedts et al. found that observational learning contributed to students' knowledge of effective pre-writing strategies. Students in the experimental condition could describe in more detail which actions should be undertaken to identify and rearrange the information on the index cards (ES = .59) and how the content and structure of the text should be planned (ES = .64). In secondary analyses, Raedts (2008) examined interaction effects between levels of aptitude and learning condition. For students with relatively low scores on a cognitive test, no effect of condition was observed, while for the students with mid and high aptitude, the effect sizes were .72 and .96 respectively. In other words, the more able students profited more from learning by observation than the less able students for whom no effect was observed.

Braaksma and her colleagues contributed to the theory by manipulating the observation task and by including the writing process as output or as intermediate variable (Braaksma, Rijlaarsdam, & Van den Bergh, 2002; Braaksma, Rijlaarsdam, Van den Bergh, & Van Hout-Wolters, 2004). Braaksma et al. (2002) manipulated the observation task in such a way that all students observed the same pairs of peer models performing writing tasks, but were instructed by means of answering evaluative and reflective questions to focus their observations on the weaker model of the pair (observation weak focus) or on the better model of the pair (observation good focus). With these specific instructions, the effects of similarity in competence between model and observer on the effectiveness of observational learning in writing could be studied. In an experimental study (pretest-posttest control group design), participants (eighth grade, mixed ability) were assigned to one of three conditions: an observation weak focus, an observation good focus, or a control condition. As described, students in the two observational-learning conditions observed pairs of peer models performing writing tasks. Participants focused both on the non-competent (weak) model and the competent (good) model. In the control condition, students performed the writing tasks themselves. To examine the effects of the familiarity with the task (new tasks versus familiar tasks), there were two instruction sessions in which students learned by observation or by performing tasks.

For both instruction sessions, results were consistent with the “similarity hypothesis”: weak learners learned more from focusing their observations on weak models, while better learners learned more from focusing on good models. Furthermore, results after instruction session 1 (when the task was new for the students) showed that weak students benefited more from observational learning (focusing on
weak models) than by performing writing tasks. It was assumed that they profited from observational learning because their cognitive effort was shifted from executing writing tasks to learning from writing processes of others. They could thus focus on the learning task, to acquire new understanding about writing without having to write themselves. Good students benefited not only from observational learning (focusing on good models) but also from performing writing tasks. They were probably able to divide their attention between writing task and learning task, and could thus generate enough input for their learning by evaluating their own performance. Instruction session 2 showed that weak participants benefited similarly from performing writing tasks and from observing weak models’ writing. Possibly, familiarity with the task played a role here. They had already experienced successes with the tasks and they were able to build a knowledge base about good writing. As a result, they became better equipped to execute the writing task themselves. After instruction session 2, good students benefited only from observational learning with the focus on good models and not from focusing on weak models or from performing the writing task themselves. Apparently, they needed the challenge of reflecting on the better model and explaining why the better model performed well.

In another experimental study, Braaksma et al. (2004) included the writing process as intermediate variable and examined why observational learning affects learning outcomes of new writing tasks positively. The study focused on the effects of observational learning on the temporal organization (i.e., orchestration) of writing processes and on the subsequent influence on text quality. An experiment was set up in which 14 year old students were assigned to one of two observational-learning conditions or a control condition. In the observational-learning conditions participants learned by observing peer models’ writing processes, in the control condition they learned by performing writing tasks. To measure the orchestration of writing processes, the participants performed post-test writing tasks under think-aloud conditions. The quality of the post-test writing products was also assessed.

Results showed that observational learning affected writing processes differently than the control condition. Writers who learned by observation performed more high-level processes such as planning. Furthermore, for some activities these writers showed a changing pattern of execution over time, whereas writers in the control condition performed these activities at a constant rate during the writing process. Finally, Braaksma et al. (2004) showed that the orchestration performed by the students who learned by observation was positively related to the quality of the writing product.

Van Steendam, Rijlaarsdam & Sercu (2006; 2007, 2008a, 2008b) studied the effect of strategy instruction with video observation on quality of revision and writing in English as a foreign language with undergraduate students of Business Communication. The instructed strategy was an expert revision strategy, which was implemented in a quasi-experimental study. The study was a pre-test-post-test factorial design with five different conditions which varied in the degree of instruction. In four conditions students revised peers’ texts in a dyad and in a final comparison group
students revised individually. This enabled Van Steendam et al. to study both the effect of instruction and the effect of collaboration in revision vs. individual revision. In a video condition, learners first observed a mastery dyad apply the revision strategy to the content and structure of a peer’s text, after which they themselves had to emulate the strategy in a collaborative revision task. During the observation task, learners were asked to pay attention to the different steps expert revisers take when revising a text for coherence, and to take note of the different revision possibilities the two expert pair members suggested (and made) to remedy particular structural and content problems.

Salient results were interactions between learner characteristics and the learning condition. As far as revision quality is concerned, weaker readers benefited from observational learning, whereas strong readers and writers were better off in a more traditional practising condition without instruction. Relatively weak readers and writers detected and revised more higher-order problems in the video condition and made qualitatively better revisions. For strong readers and writers, watching one video in which a mastery dyad modelled the revision strategy may not have been sufficient to convince them to change their revision strategy and reading behaviour (Van Steendam, Sercu, & Rijlaarsdam, 2008a, 2008b). However, when looking at transfer from revising a peer’s text to writing one’s own text several weeks later, after students had watched more than one video (also mastery models), the video condition turned out to be the most rewarding condition for the strong learners. They seemed to have internalised the strategy and applied it to their own writing (Van Steendam, Rijlaarsdam, Sercu, 2008a, 2008b). These results confirm findings of Braaksma et al. (2002) and Raedts (2008) and illustrate the added value of observation for collaborative revision.

3.2 Observation of writing strategies: Intermodal transfer

Couzijn (1999) tested the effect of vicarious learning or observation in a four hour course on argumentative writing and reading. The Sonnenschein and Whitehurst studies (1984), mentioned in section 3.1, had shown that observation activities induced intermodal transfer. Couzijn’s students (14- to 15-years old) observed and evaluated learners performing complex reading or writing tasks. The observed models were peers, with natural and varying levels of expertise, videotaped during their coping with learning-to-write or learning-to-read exercises. The learning sequence was deductive in that students read some theory about reading or writing strategies and answered one or two questions to check their understanding. Next they observed, compared, and evaluated the learning behaviour of two peers executing the strategy in different ways, and then moved on to the next exercise or to another strategy. Each of the four lessons on argumentative writing was devoted to a particular content, such as “argumentative texts as dialogical texts”, “patterns of argumentation” (subordinated or co-ordinated arguments), and “rhetorical devices in argumentative texts” (reader oriented elements in the introduction and closing part).

In the traditional conditions, students read the same theory about reading or writing strategies, answered the same questions to check their understanding, and then applied
the theory in short writing tasks or reading tasks. In the experimental conditions, students did not execute these exercises themselves, but observed, on video, how two peers performed such a writing or reading task. They had to indicate which of the two peers performed better as well as provide a reason for their decision.

It turned out that observing learning processes in reading or writing resulted in larger learning gains than performing reading or writing exercises yourself. Observing writing had an effect size of .78 compared to the traditional writing condition. The effect size for observing reading was 1.00. The transfer effect of observing writers-at-work to reading skill was large (.92) and much higher than transfer from observing readers-at-work to writing skill. It also indicates that observing learners performing writing tasks may have a larger effect on reading skill than actually performing such reading tasks. As in the Sonnenschein and Whitehurst experiments, meta-knowledge about good communication can be induced from observing and commenting in one mode that is transferrable to the other mode not by training in that specific mode but by observation and evaluation activities.

3.3 Observing readers

One of the problems for writers is that writing is a communicative act. Writers do not only have to juggle all kinds of cognitive activities such as generating, revising, formulating, structuring, they also have to juggle at least three representations: the communicative intent, the actual text produced so far, and the reader’s perspective. A writer must coordinate two representations of the text, the communicative intent (what do I want to say?) and the representation of the actual text produced (what have I written?). Both representations interact, that is, the intended text guides the composition of the actual text, and the actual text and its composing process may take the writer on unexpected tracks of thoughts, reasons, arguments, and renewed intentions. In addition, writers must consider for whom the writing is intended as well as the whole context of the writing. This social task requires that writers construe a third representation of the text, the reader’s perspective (how will the reader interpret my writing?). This representation is often incomplete or lacking altogether. As Moffett (1968: 195) noted: one of the major problems for writers is their “egocentric position”.

Experiencing problems as a reader may motivate to write better. When Vernon, Alvarado, and Zermeño (2005), for instance, introduced punctuation for young students, the authors realized that learning to punctuate accurately assumes knowledge of the writing system and awareness of the units, which is lacking at that early moment. Then they decided to raise this awareness by having students read badly punctuated texts, which caused interpretation problems and much discussion between students. The need to punctuate correctly was inspired by having been in the role of the reader.

This principle was explored by Holliway and McCutchen (Holliway, 2000; Holliway & McCutchen, 2004). Would young writers from grade 5 and 7 benefit from learning to read as their readers? Writers participated in three 30- to 45-minute writing sessions. In the first session, all writers were asked to describe three Tangram figures. In
the second session each writer received a typed version of the descriptions they composed in the first session. Writers were randomly assigned to one of three perspective-taking conditions: 1) feedback-only, 2) feedback and rating, and 3) feedback and read-as-the-reader. In all three conditions writers received a one-sentence written feedback on their description, saying whether the text was successful in unambiguously describing the Tangram figure. In the condition feedback only, students were asked to revise their original descriptions. In the condition feedback and rating, writers also received three descriptions written by other students, rated the descriptions on informational adequacy, and wrote one sentence to the writer about what could be improved. They then revised their own descriptions. In the third condition, feedback and read-as-the-reader, writers were asked to read three descriptions written by other students and match descriptions with Tangram figures. Then writers revised their own original descriptions.

In the third writing session, writers were post-tested. They composed descriptions for Tangrams they had not previously seen. Each set contained three separate groups of four similar looking Tangrams. Each group contained one “Targetgram” and three distracters.

For both grades, the read-as-the-reader condition gained significantly in revising their Tangram descriptions (second session) and writing descriptions for a new set of Tangrams. This led to the conclusion that perspective-taking supports the development of referential writing ability.

The rating condition, which is more or less similar to regular peer feedback conditions, did not work well. Rating texts for adequacy did not lead to an improvement of writing skill, except for new tasks (session 3) in grade five. Possibly, students in the rating condition lacked a frame of reference to evaluate adequacy, while in the condition read-as-the-reader, students compared a written description with the object and the distracters, and then had to construct a frame of reference themselves: ‘Which quality in the text enables me to match a particular figure?’

Holliway’s study shows that minimal instruction can be sufficient to improve referential writing skill. If students experience the role of a reader as a post-writing activity, with texts similar to a text they have written before, a “theory of text” may emerge. Experiencing the reader role is the decisive element, as students experience how the text really “works” when a reader uses the information in it. In this study a realistic writer-reader experience was created, as Moffett (1968) argued for, in which the reader had to use the text and not just read (and rate) it from a distant, non-participant role. This probably gave way to students developing ideas about “what works” in this type of communication, and these ideas were successfully transferred to their own writing.

Experiencing the problems of a reader may help to understand how reading works, and how your text may help or hinder reading (Crasnich & Lumbelli, 2004). Lumbelli and Paoletti (2004) provided learners with audio-tapes, containing experts’ spontaneous comprehension processes of target texts that contained all the flaws and
redundancies of oral language. The expert reader's uncertainty had been fully verbalised, so that uncertainty about the possible different interpretations of the same passage could be traced back to uncertainty about which processes would most adequately integrate the explicit information, as read and decoded (Lumbelli & Paoletti, 2005). A similar procedure was implemented by Gárate and Melero (2004) who taught 11-year-olds to use counter argumentation in argumentative writing by using the modelling technique carried out by an expert. In these studies, as in the strategy training studies by Graham and Harris (2003) students observed the reading behavior of adults.

A pedagogy where students observed peers instead of adults was tested by Couzijn (Couzijn, 1995; Rijlaarsdam, Couzijn, Janssen, Braaksma, & Kieft, 2006). He examined the effects of student-writers being confronted with real readers and, in particular, whether children develop knowledge about effective communication by experiencing how readers deal with texts. Couzijn focused on a particular text type with a strong and overt communicative effect: a manual for a simple physics experiment. Children first learned to perform this experiment, then they wrote a manual for their class-mates, and finally they experienced the effect of the written manual on classroom peers who used it. First, Couzijn taught the children individually how to perform the physics experiment. He showed students the experiment by means of some illustrations, step by step, and added the physical explanations. He coached the students to do the experiment unassisted, until they understood what it was about and were able to carry out the experiment flawlessly. Then, the students were asked to write a manual for classroom peers. The manual should be so clear that the reader could perform the experiment perfectly as well as understand its purpose.

In the second stage, the written manuals served as input for other students who were asked to perform the experiment using a student manual and while thinking aloud. Their performances were videotaped. Three weeks after the initial writing session, the writers were shown two of their readers on video. Some writers observed the readers of their own text, while others were confronted with readers of texts written by other writers. Some students had access to written comments by readers, others did not receive this extra support. Then, the student received his or her original text, with the request to rewrite or revise it.

In this experiment, all three reader-observation conditions scored significantly better than a control group who had revised their texts without reader observation. The revised manuals showed many improvements from the first version. For the conditions “observing one’s own reader”, “observing one’s own reader plus written comments”, and “observing someone else’s reader”, the effect sizes were 1.74, 2.56 and .47 respectively. For teaching practice, this would mean that after a class has written a certain communicative text, simply showing one or two readers on video would stimulate the revision phase strongly. In a similar study, with another physics experiment, now in primary education (grade 8), De Jong (2006) found effect sizes for
second revisions after explicit prompting and after observing readers of respectively 1.49 and 2.0, with an effect size of the experimental condition of .96.

In education, however, we want to accomplish more; we strive for generalization of experiences and transfer to other tasks. Therefore, Couzijn asked participants three weeks later to write a “letter of advice” to a new classroom mate, about how one should write a manual. In this way the students’ knowledge about the manual as communicative text type was assessed, as a prerequisite for transfer to similar manual-writing tasks. Students from the “observing one’s own reader plus written comments” condition produced many more pieces of advice than students from the other conditions (ES = 2.33).

Couzijn and Rijlaarsdam (1996) concluded that simply adding a revision task does not work, that observing readers before revising your own text improves the revision significantly, and that observing your own readers after having written your first draft helps even more. Furthermore, processing external feedback (written comments) enhances students’ construction of transferable knowledge (see also Rijlaarsdam et al., 2004).

These results indicate that in some instances, young writers are capable of constructing knowledge about what a good text entails. Without much help or instruction, they can build a set of criteria for a good text from observing what readers are doing and thinking while trying to comprehend the text. They are able to do this and to apply the criteria in their revisions. For the constructed knowledge to become durable and transferable, some reflective activities appear to be necessary. Finally, observing reading processes may be an effective learning activity for other genres as well.

4. **Observation of writers and readers in writing education: The future**

In section 3 we focussed on observational learning in two broad categories of studies. First we presented studies in which students acquired strategies by watching and evaluating processes of other writers or readers, as a vicarious writing activity that replaces the exercise in writing or reading itself. Then we presented studies in which learners were stimulated to revise their own texts, after having “pre-tested” their first drafts, as a post-writing instructional activity. In both categories, we focussed on the role of peers instead of teachers, on observing instead of modelling, and on learning instead of instruction. These restrictions leave much research aside. Many of the intervention studies aimed at strategy instruction, the most effective category of interventions in the Graham and Perin (2007) meta-analysis, combine all kinds of learning and instructional activities, including observation and modelling. Studies by García-Sánchez and Fidalgo-Redondo (2006) and Torrance, Fidalgo, and García (2007), for instance, show positive effects of instructional interventions in which “observation of writers at work” played a central role. During the interventions,
instructors and/or peers modeled the writing process by thinking aloud. These studies show that students’ writing processes changed and that text quality improved.

For future research, we would like to make four recommendations. First, we strongly recommend for future intervention studies to isolate the effects of key elements in the intervention. Although arrangements of various learning activities will work best in practice, from a research point of view, studying effects of separate learning activities is necessary, in order to improve insight in what contributes to learning-to-write. This insight might result from a strict research design, as in the studies by Zimmerman and Kitsantas (2002) or by Braaksma, Rijlaarsdam and Van den Bergh (2002). It might also result in multiple measurements during the intervention, or in the use of written-text-so-far as measurement. Multiple measurements as such strengthen the research design, for example, time-series design that will increase power without increasing the number of participants. Insight might also result from post-hoc analysis, by analyzing the intervention materials and the effect on the output variable, as demonstrated by Braaksma, Van den Bergh, Rijlaarsdam and Couzijn (2001).

A second recommendation is to study the relation between learner characteristics and learning activities. Most studies on strategy training in writing focus on main effects, irrespective of students’ individual differences. Meta-analyses do not report interaction effects. At least two types of individual differences are of interest when applying observational learning in school practice. Galbraith (1996) reported a strong interaction effect on the discovery of ideas between self-monitoring and mode of writing. High self-monitors (writers who are strongly directed towards rhetorical goals) tended to discover new ideas by making notes, but not by writing full text. Low self-monitors (directed towards dispositional goals, i.e. spelling out spontaneously expressed thought) tended to discover new ideas by writing full text, but not by making notes. Based on this difference, Galbraith (1999) outlined a dual process model of writing suggesting that both dispositionally guided text production (as prioritised by low self-monitors) and rhetorical planning (as prioritised by high self-monitors) are necessary for effective writing. We hypothesize that low and high monitoring students may benefit differently from observational learning tasks. High self-monitors, by nature more focused on rhetorical aspects of writing, may benefit from feedback on the content of their text, thus from observations of learners coping with content problems. Low self-monitors, by nature more focused on the suitability or originality of text content, may benefit more from feedback about the rhetorical attractiveness of their texts. Their learning may be enhanced by observation of learners coping with rhetorical problems in their texts.

Kieft, Rijlaarsdam, and Van den Bergh (2008) found an interaction between writing preferences and writing instruction, in the field of literature education. Students with a strong writing preference (planning or revising) learnt more from a writing course that was adapted to their writing preference. Consequently, adaptation of observational learning tasks to students’ writing preference may be a useful idea as well. Students
with a planning preference might benefit from observational learning tasks providing feedback on planning problems, while students with a revising preference may be better off receiving feedback on their first draft in full text, observations of real readers or observations of writing students coping with particular revision problems. Studying the interactions between learner characteristics and learning activities will help to frame the theory of effective writing instruction.

In addition, we would propose to study minimal instructional variations in observational learning activities in relation to learner characteristics (Braaksma et al., 2002). Some sequences of activities appear to be more effective for some students while other arrangements are more effective for other students. Familiarity with the task, observation with/without evaluation, with/without consolidation, type of comparison (focussing on the better or the weaker “model”) appear to be relevant (see Braaksma, et al. 2002, and Raedts et al., 2007).

A third recommendation is to include process measures as dependent variables in the research design (see Braaksma et al., 2004, using think aloud techniques; Torrance, Fidalgo, and García (2007), using a very efficient self report technique). Adding these measures into the research design is advantageous in two respects: (1) it helps to see which type of cognitive processes are affected by the intervention, and (2) it makes it possible to relate final text quality to processes, which contributes to insight in effective writing processes (Rijlaarsdam & Van den Bergh, 2006).

A last recommendation is to study the effect of observational learning in writing-to-learn interventions. Since the effects of writing-to-learn are rather small (Bangert-Drowns, Hurley, & Wilkinson, 2004), it might be designated to add instructional devices such as observational learning in writing-to-learn lessons and to test its effects.

For practice in writing education, we recommend creating learning environments in which all components of the student participation model (Figure 2) are implemented. Creating environments where students can do some research to explore how texts work in readers, how writers cope with difficulties. Nowadays information technology has made it easier to visualize writing processes (screen recording, keystroke logging) and reading processes (screen recordings). It is possible to collect these processes in classrooms, and to use them for subsequent instructional purposes. When creating lessons or studies involving observational learning activities, information technology can be of great help (see Appendix). For instance, information technology can help to separate the act of writing and the act of reflection. Lindgren (2004) used the technology of keystroke logging for this reason. Students (13 years old) wrote texts using a word processor, while a keystroke logging programme was running. Later, the process was played back, for the author and for a peer. The peer took on the role of the questioner, in fact, being the researcher doing a stimulated recall “why do you pause here?” or “what did you think when you revised this phrase?”. The results indicate that
the method was generally successful for low L1 ability writers, while high L1 ability writers benefited from the treatment in the argumentative assignments. The treatment further raised writers’ awareness of content features involved in writing by increased frequency of text-based revisions.

Introducing “pretesting your text and observe readers’ responses” in practice could be inspired by all kinds of methods used in the design of business and technical communication. In professional contexts, documents (brochures, web based- and paper form questionnaires, websites) are often pretested. Via various kinds of methods, information is collected about readers’ processes, understanding and use of documents. These pre-testing methods can inspire writing educators. Even if students do not design the texts of websites themselves, it is very useful to act as “researcher”, studying the quality of a website or written document by studying ‘users’ (usability testing). Students then simulate research activities that help to understand what works in written communication and what motivates students to improve their texts and to build up genre awareness. There is a rich research literature on usability testing that may inspire writing education. An inspiring book on text design and pre-testing is Schriver (1997).

De Jong and Schellens (1997) present a review of the literature on reader-focused text evaluation procedures, discussing methodological strengths and constraints of each method.

To sum up, observation and inquiry are important learning activities in the writing classroom, which stimulate learners’ reflection both as writers and as readers. Most importantly, the methods presented here can assist teachers in promoting learners self-assessment skills and life-long learning.
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**Appendix. Use of information technology in observational learning**

Key stroke logging and computer screen recording – both with or without accompanying thinking aloud on audio, are means that can be used in classroom (and research) settings. In the studies presented in this paper, the following (free) software was used:

Camtasia (screen recording, free trials possible). Very easy to implement; records are actions on screen, when working in word processor, PowerPoint, web surfing etc.; also records audio input (thinking aloud, discussion in pairs) concurrently. Easy to replay, as input for discussion and reflection, or as instructional content (two different approaches for the same task: who is doing better?). Used by Van Steendam et al. (2006, 2007, 2008a, 2008b) and Raedts et al. (2007; Raedts, 2008), combined with thinking aloud and key stroke logging (see Degenhart, 2006).

Key-stroke logging (*Inputlog*, free software for researcher, downloadable from [www.inputlog.net](http://www.inputlog.net)). Records key-strokes, pauses, revisions, mouse movements etc.; provides a play back function, and various analytic output. See Van Waes and Leijten (2006). For advanced users a handbook is available, with papers on technical aspects and on research backgrounds and applications (Sullivan & Lindgren, 2006).

Digital video camera and thinking aloud, used in the Couzijn (1999) and Braaksma et al. (2002) studies.
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